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LIDAR Obstacle Detection
An essential safety solution
for rail crossings
L.B. Foster has delivered and implemented over 100
LIDAR Obstacle Detection solutions across the
United Kingdom as part of their national level crossing
upgrade and safety program
Safer Rail Journeys
Designed to detect obstacles on the ground and around the edge
of the barrier lines the LIDAR solution delivers unique small object
detection protecting children and adults as well as vehicles and other
large objects

KEY DESIGN FEATURES

KEY BENEFITS
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>> Reliability of detection in all weather conditions
>> Accuracy of obstacle detection down to 4.5”
>> Availability due to reduced maintenance routines
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>> Flexibility in utilizing intelligent algorithms (velocity, direction , etc.)
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>> Life cycle costs due to reduced maintenance and
product replacement cycle
>> Train delays due to near zero false alarms
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1. Mechanized shutter for LIDAR lens protection
2. Plug coupled connectors
3. Custom mounting bracket for quick set up
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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To complement the LIDAR we have designed
a complete CCTV monitoring system which
records the complete crossing, including the
road traffic lights and provides crossing violation
reports for enforcement of dangerous driving
offenses and hard evidence for grade crossing
risk analysis.
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The LIDAR will be protected by rugged steel
housings with motorized shutters, which
prevent vandalism as well as contamination and
damage from passing trains.
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EXAMPLE OF SINGLE URBAN INSTALLATION DESIGN
1. LIDAR post

5. M12 Philidas turret nut & washer

2. Upper LIDAR unit

6. Concrete foundation

3. Lower LIDAR unit
4. M12 x100 bolts

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Laser protection class

Class 1 IEC / EN60825-1 Second edition 2007
Class I FDA 21CFR 1040.10,1040.11 (Laser Notice No.50)

Wavelength of laser emission

905 nm (infrared laser)

Coverage for vertical mounting

Radius: Approx. 100 ft (30m), Arc: 190°

Coverage for horizontal mounting

MAX. Approx. 200 ft (60m)

Detection resolution

0.25°

Power input

24V AC/DC ±10%

Current draw

400 mA (24VDC) 600 mA (24VAC)

Communication port

Ethernet, RJ-45,10BASE-T/100BASE-TX

Protocol

UDP, TCP/IP *Redwall event code

Master alarm output

Form C, 28V DC, 0.2A max.

Trouble output

Form C, 28V DC, 0.2A max.

Tamper output

N.C. 28V DC, 0.1A max.

Environmental disqualification circuit

Form C, 28V DC, 0.2A max.

Operating temperature

-4°F (-20 °C) to 140 °F (60°C)

IP rating

IP66
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Avalanche Detection System
An essential detection system for
snow, tree and embankment risk.
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Avalanche Detection System
An essential detection system for
snow, tree and embankment risk.
Avalanches are a major threat to critical infrastructure, such as
railroads, causing delays, disruption and damage.
Avalanche Total Track Monitoring by L.B. Foster is an
end-to-end solution that sends alerts to operators about
events in often remote locations that can lead to snow, trees
and debris on the track. Proactively monitoring such events
increases safety, reduces costs through a reduction in service
delays, eliminates false alarms and enhances reputation
resulting from continuity of service.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Product Family

Components

Avalanche Total Track Monitoring by
L.B. Foster is part of a wider suite of Remote
Condition Monitoring (RCM) solutions for a
wide range of events. These include flood,
temperature, grade crossing safety, mud and
landslide. All solutions incorporate remote
monitoring capabilities with control center
alerts and data management software.

>> Tag / Detector
>> Gateway
>> Control Center (Human Machine Interface)
>> Solar CCTV camera (optional)
>> Asset Management software
(L.B. Foster Anatomy Suite)
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FUNCTIONALITY & APPLICATION
Avalanche Total Track Monitoring by L.B.
Foster uses long-life battery-powered RCM tilt
and position sensors attached to posts, which
are swept along during an avalanche. These
small, inexpensive sensors have the potential
to be used over hundreds of miles of susceptible track.
1. When an avalanche occurs, G-force accelerometer sensors are triggered. An optional
HMI display module provides real time
visual monitoring.
2. Event data is automatically relayed to a
special information gateway. The Human
Machine Interface (HMI) sends alerts to the
railroad control center that an event has
occurred.
3. Operators can also log in remotely to see
the event in real time, if optional solar
powered CCTV cameras are designed into
the solution.
4. The Control Center’s alarm summary page
shows the system status. Equipped with
live video images, operatives can quickly
determine the extent of the event and
identify appropriate actions from stopping
trains or running at caution.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Avalanche Total Track Monitoring by
L.B. Foster features sophisticated data
management software. Event data resulting
from the avalanche is captured, stored and
analyzed, providing detailed intelligence on
event regularity and severity. This allows
railroad operators to build a detailed event
profile and identify actions to prevent or
offset future events.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - TAG / DETECTOR

Operating Frequency

917.400MHz (Factory Programmable)

Operating Temperature

-22°F (-30°C) to 158°F (70°C)

Battery and Operational Life

3.5v 2 years

GATEWAY DEVICE

Operating Temperature

-22°F (-30°C) to 158°F (70°C)

Power Requirements

5V +/-10% 0.04A

HMI DEVICE

Operating Temperature

-4°F (-20°C) to 131°F (55°C)

Power Requirements

+24V DC 0.81A

Relative Humidity (RH)

5% to 95% (non-condensing)

Operating Altitude

6,562 ft (2,000 m)

Shock IEC 60068-2-27

15G, 11ms duration

Vibration IEC 60068-2-6

5Hz to 8.4Hz, 3.5mm constant amplitude, 8.4Hz to 150Hz,
1G acceleration

Screen

LCD type TFT, Backlight type White LED

Luminous intensity, (brightness)

Typically 400 nits (cd/m2), at 25°C

Backlight longevity

50k hours

Resolution (pixels)

800 x 480, Size 10.4”

Color support

65,536 (16bit) 16M (24bit)

Surface treatment

Anti-glare

Touch screen

Resistive Analog Capacitive, Actuation force (min) > 80 g (0.176 lb)

Processor

32 bit, 800MHz RISC Processor, with Graphic Accelerator

Internal memory RAM

512 MB

ROM

3GB system memory

User Memory

1GB

External memory

MicroSD or microSDHC card, Size: up to 32GB

Data Speed

Up to 200Mbps
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Rockfall Monitoring
An essential detection system for
rock fall risk.

CASE STUDY
Rockfall monitoring with a LIDAR optical Fence

Rockfall Monitoring
An essential detection
system for rockfall risk.
Requirement
For freight rail operators any delay, no matter how small, not only increases costs due
to reduced train speeds and late arriving
shipments but may also slow down trains
that follow.
A key issue confronting operators is rockfall
blocking rail lines which is especially likely
where the track passes through mountainous areas and steep rock cuttings.
Conventional means of detecting these
occurrences is via a slide fence. When a rock
breaks the wire, a signal is sent to the local

maintenance engineers who then need
to establish what has happened. The train
must then run with a restricted speed of
20 mph pending the investigation.
L.B. Foster was asked by a North American Class 1 railroad to innovate the use
of active Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) technology to not only detect
that a rock has fallen, but also whether it
remains an obstacle on track, how large it
is, and where it lies in the rockfall susceptible zone.

Overview of Requirements
The following list highlights the Class 1
freight railroad’s requirements:
>> A LIDAR fence must be set up along the
length of track susceptible to rockfall,
with a minimum number of LIDAR heads
providing redundant coverage of adjacent LIDAR’s track
>> The LIDAR fence must detect a 12 inch
diameter or larger object when in the
rails or foul of the track.
>> No alarm made for train passing

>> Discrete interfacing for use with existing Class 1 freight railroad detection
processors
>> Fail safe (alarm output for health of
unit)
>> Detect on both straight and curved
track
>> Distinguish boulders and rocks from
landslides

Our Solution
L.B. Foster is an established supplier of
LIDAR detection systems for Level Crossing
applications in Europe. Our Nottinghambased Technology Center immediately rose
to the challenge of evolving our dual-LIDAR
Level Crossing Product in to a multiple head
LIDAR fence that can accommodate long
stretches of rockfall-susceptible track.

The chosen site for a trial LIDAR fence
was on the Class 1 freight railroads
Washington track along the banks of
the Columbia River. The area known as
Fallbridge possesses 600 feet (185 meters)
of fracturing shale rock in near vertical
cliffs adjacent to the track.
(630) 320.1381
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CASE STUDY
Rockfall monitoring with a LIDAR optical Fence

Solution details
Using 10 LIDAR heads mounted to the
existing slide fence supports, the system
is planned for a year long trial to verify the
added benefits of LIDAR. With this system
installed there is no requirement for a slide
fence to be in place.
The fully installed and commissioned system
is shown in the following photograph (right).
Each LIDAR in the illustration below covers
not only its own area of track, but also its
neighbouring LIDARs, hence we have dual
redundancy in the design to still detect if an
obstacle sits on the track even if one LIDAR
head fails.

185.5m ~612ft

2.

1.
While the train is in transit through the
detection area, the LIDAR optical windows are shuttered to prevent detection
of the train and also to protect them
from dirt and stones thrown up from the
passing train.
Trains would only be subject to restricted speed with this system if there is a
stationary obstacle of over 12 inches in
dimensional size on the track.
The system as it is trialed relies on simple
obstacle detection within the area of
interest set for each LIDAR head; this area
of interest can be changed depending on
track layout, configuration and number of
parallel track lines.

3.
The length of monitored area is not constrained and LIDARs may be installed to
monitor sections of track from tens of feet to
more than several miles in length.
A further benefit of the L.B. Foster Rockfall
system is that it is easily expandable to
provide both transitory object detection
(animals, intruders and other events such as
heavy snowfall), and discriminate against an
actual obstacle. It will also ultimately be capable of interfacing to signalling systems via
an appropriate SIL safety level approval. L.B.
Foster is currently designing level crossing
obstacle detectors to SIL3 level in Europe.

Solution Overview
Above is a layout diagram of the LIDAR
Rockfall Detection system. Details are as
follows:
1. LIDAR posts and units
2. Detection range
3. Connections between each LIDAR unit
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Benefits Overview
With a conventional slide fence, no knowledge of whether the rock that broke the
fence now blocks the track is gained. With
the LIDAR system, the precise position and
width of the obstructing rock can be fed to
a central control room (subject to data connectivity), or otherwise via a simple relay
output to send an alarm signal from a specific LIDAR to alert maintenance engineers.
The size of the object may be determined
in the event of multiple LIDAR heads
detecting obstructions. Detecting landslips
or large falls of rock are simply a matter of
seeing how many detection zones for the
array of LIDAR heads are alarmed at once.

on the track itself, just to ensure no adverse
rail damage has been incurred.
In summary the LIDAR system provides a
method of actually detecting obstacles on
the track itself, to enable the need to send
an engineer to a sometimes quite remote
site. Currently, trains are delayed at signal
while this happens, delaying both their
shipments and those of the following trains,
incurring costs along the way. The Rockfall
LIDAR system optimizes both detection
of hazardous obstacles on track as well as
the throughput of trains on their journey
through rockfall prone territory.

The obvious benefits in knowing that a
rock has actually stayed on the track are
enormous; no longer does a site engineer
automatically have to travel to the site,
while a train is running at restricted speed
by having to travel at only 20mph on this
leg of its journey. Even if a rock is detected by the LIDAR fence to have fallen and
impacted through the track, trains may be
run at lower speed if the rock is no longer

Additional Benefits
>> No heavy construction equipment
required to install
>> Continues to detect after an alarm
>> Differentiates between object size
>> Event recording capable
>> An alarm doesn’t require expensive
repairs
>> Low product life cycle lost

100ft detection
range

Obstruction
Detection area

200ft
The scanner has a scan area of 100 feet radius which gives a total scan area of 200 feet.
The red circle within the detection area shows an object detected, its size and position.
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International: +44(0) 1142562225

